Suppose that we are given two sources 1 , 2 which both send us information from the data space . We assume that we lossy-code information coming from 1 and 2 with the same maximal error but with different alphabets 1 and 2 , respectively. Consider a new source which sends a signal produced by source 1 with probability 1 and by source 2 with probability 2 = 1 1 . We provide a simple greedy algorithm which constructs a coding alphabet which encodes data from with the same value of maximal error as single sources, such that the entropy ( ; ) satisfies:
I. INTRODUCTION
T HE classical entropy introduced by Shannon [1] and the entropy dimension 1 defined by Rényi [2] play a crucial role in information theory, coding, study of statistical and physical systems [3] - [6] . In information theory, the entropy is understood as an absolute limit of the best possible lossless compression of any communication. The entropy dimension in turn can be interpreted as a rate of convergence of the minimal amount of information needed to encode randomly chosen element with respect to maximal error decreasing to zero. Brief history of the entropy and data compression is given in [7] and [8] . Classical approach to data compression involves the notion of Kull- 1 It is sometimes called Rényi information dimension.
back-Leibler divergence [4] , [9] . In this paper, we follow another idea which concentrates on the appropriate choice of the partition of the data space.
A. Motivation
To explain our results, let us first recall that given a probability measure on a space and a countable partition of into measurable sets, we define the entropy of with respect to by the formula (1) where . As we know, the entropy corresponds to the statistical amount of information given by optimal lossy-coding of by elements of partition , where plays the role of the coding alphabet. Motivated by the idea of Rényi realized by the entropy dimension, we generalize the aforementioned formula for arbitrary measurable cover of . The family is interpreted as a maximal error that we are allowed to make in the lossy-coding error control family. We accept only such coding alphabets , in which every element of is a subset of a certain element of (which we write )-if this is the case, we say that is -acceptable. The entropy of with respect to cover is defined by (2) The simplest natural case of such error-control family for classical random variables is given by the set of all intervals in with length . Then to find , we need to consider the infimum of entropies of all lossy codings , where the elements of have length not greater than . Rényi [2] considered the aforementioned error-control family in his definition of entropy dimension. One can also encounter the family of all balls with radius or cubes with edge length .
Our definition of the entropy with respect to arbitrary measurable cover is also reminiscent of the notion of -entropy considered by Posner et al. in [10] - [12] . The advantage of our approach is that we do not need the metric space to say that the coding alphabet is acceptable by the error.
The basic motivation of our paper was the following problem. In other words, we are interested in estimation of in terms of and .
Observation I.1: Observe that if elements of are pairwise disjoint, then the answer to the aforementioned problem is trivial as by the subadditivity of the function we have
To see that the aforementioned estimation is sharp, it is sufficient to consider a source which sends only signal and source which sends signal . Clearly, . Then, the entropy of the source which sends signal generated by with probability and with probability is exactly . The reader interested in the classical approach to the mixture of sources is referred to the paper of Topsoe [13] (see Theorems 6.1 and 9.1 where the mixture is taken with respect to a fixed partition of the probability space).
B. Main Results
In our main result, Theorem III.1, we show that the formula calculated in the aforementioned observation (7) is valid in the general case, that is, when is an arbitrary measurable cover of . The proof of our main result relies on a new definition of entropy based on measures instead of partitions, which we call weighted entropy. We provide an algorithm which for given alphabets , and measures , allows us to construct "joint" alphabet satisfying the aforementioned inequality.
Remark I.1:
We would like to add here that our idea of weighted entropy is indebted to the notion of weighted Hausdorff measures considered by Howroyd [14] , [15] . The advantage of weighted Hausdorff measures over the classical ones is well summarized by words of Falconer [16, Introduction] : "Recently, a completely different approach was introduced by Howroyd using weighted Hausdorff measures to enable the use of powerful techniques from functional analysis, such as the Hahn-Banach and Krein-Milman theorems." Making use of weighted Hausdorff measures Howroyd proves that (8) where
is the Hausdorff-Besicovitch dimension of .
For the precise definition of weighted entropy, we refer the reader to Section II. We would only like to mention that, roughly speaking, weighted entropy provides the computation and interpretation of the entropy with respect to "formal" convex combination , where , are partitions (which clearly does not make sense in the classical approach). This operation is crucial in the proof of formula (7) , whereas the second important part is played by Theorem II.1, which proves that the weighted entropy is equal to the classical one.
As an easy consequence of (7) in Theorem IV.1, we obtain an estimation of the entropy dimension of the convex combination of measures. This result can be summarized as follows (see Corollary IV.1).
Let and be probability measures which have entropy dimension and let , be such that . Then, has entropy dimension and (9) where stands for the entropy dimension of a given measure.
In the case of measures in , this allows us to combine the local upper dimension with the upper entropy dimension and improve Young estimation of the upper entropy dimension [17] , [18] (10)
II. WEIGHTED ENTROPY
From now on, if not stated otherwise, we assume that is a probability space. The set of probability measures on will be denoted by . When we consider the set of all measures on , then we will write .
A. Shannon Entropy and Deterministic Coding
We begin with the definition of -partitions, which will play a role of a coding alphabet.
Definition II.1: Let
. We say that is a -partition (of ) if is countable family of disjoint sets and (11) Consequently, every element , which can be randomly drawn (except for possibly elements of measure zero), is coded deterministically by the unique such that . Then, the entropy [1] of -partition is defined as follows.
Definition II.2:
Let be a -partition of . We define -entropy of by (12) where is the Shannon function, i.e. for for .
Let us mention that is a continuous, concave, and subadditive function.
Classical -entropy is defined with use of disjoint sets, which is a very restrictive condition. It implies that we have fixed one alphabet in our lossy coding. However, this alphabet does not have to be optimal. Therefore, we would like to generalize the entropy for any measurable cover of . The cover will play a role of an error-control family.
We need to introduce the following notation: a family is finer than (which we write ) if for every there exists such that . Given an error-control family (i.e., family of subsets of ), we say that coding alphabet (i.e., partition) is -acceptable if . We are interested in such a choice of coding alphabet which is -acceptable and provides the lowest possible entropy.
Definition II.3: Let
. We define the -entropy of by -
Observe that if there is no -partition finer than , then directly from the definition 2 . Moreover, if itself is a -partition of , then trivially 3 . This observation implies that -entropy of is defined properly for -partitions as well as for families of measurable subsets of . 
B. Weighted Entropy and Random Coding
Motivation of the weighted entropy is the following observation. Given error-control family in the classical approach, we consider only -acceptable deterministic codings . More precisely, we always code a point by the unique such that . However, if we do not insist on being deterministic in our coding, we could alternatively encode point by another set such that and for which there exists . In this section, we formalize this idea; namely, we do not fix a -acceptable alphabet but we allow any random coding demanding only that can be encoded by iff . Such a random coding might theoretically give lower entropy than the original one.
We make it precise in the following way. We define the space of functions from a family of measurable subsets of into a set of measures on 2 We put inf (;) = 1. 3 We can consider another -partition P Q of X but due to subadditivity of sh we get h(; Q) h(; P).
(15)
Thus, given and , the value of denotes the probability that an arbitrary point is coded by (and in that case with probability one). Observe also that every function is nonzero on at most countable sets of .
Finally, we define weighted -entropy of a given .
Definition II.4: Let
. We define the weighted -entropy of by (16) The weighted -entropy of is (17) The sum is formula (16) taken over such that ; consequently, this is a countable sum. Making use of Example II.1, one can observe that the infimum in expression (17) does not have to be attained.
The following remark explains the importance of the formulation of weighted entropy.
Remark II.1: Given functions , and numbers , such that , we are allowed to perform convex combinations in the space . Therefore, we can compute the weighted -entropy of a combination while the symbol does not make sense for -partitions , . This property will help us to find an estimation of entropy of convex combination of measures for .
C. Equivalence Between Classical and Weighted Entropy
In this section, we show that the classical -entropy of a family of measurable sets equals to the weighted -entropy of , i.e.
It seems natural that every deterministic coding is a particular case of a random one. We will show it in the following proposition.
Let us denote the restriction of measure to by (19) for every .
Proposition II.1: Random way of coding allows possibly more freedom than the deterministic one, i.e.
for every family . Proof: Let us first observe that if there is no -partition finer than , then and the inequality hold trivially.
Thus, let be a -partition finer than . As , for every , there exists such that . Hence, we obtain a mapping satisfying . We define the family (21) where
. Let us notice that is a -partition and . Finally, we put .
Since is a -partition and for every , then
The aforementioned sum is taken over such that . Moreover, for every 
We conclude that .
The opposite inequality is more difficult to prove. To do this we will need an additional proposition. Given , we will construct a -partition finer than with not greater entropy.
Proposition II.2:
Let be a family of measurable subsets of , where either or for a certain . Let . We assume that 1) ;
2) the sequence is nonincreasing. We define the family by the formula
Then, is a -partition, , and
Proof: Let us observe that by the definition of , we have . Moreover, since and , we get that is a -partition.
To prove (28), we define sequences and by the formulas As a direct corollary, we obtain that both random and deterministic coding provide the same entropy.
Theorem II.1: Let . Then, weighted entropy coincides with the classical entropy, i.e.
(37)
Proof: Clearly by Proposition II.1, we get . To obtain the opposite inequality, let us first observe that if , then and trivially . We discuss the case when . Let be arbitrary. We define the subset of the family by (38) Let us notice that is a countable family since . Clearly, . Moreover, and .
As is countable, we may find a set of indices such that and the sequence is nonincreasing. Making use of Proposition II.2, we construct a -partition , which satisfies
This completes the proof since and .
As we proved the equality between classical and weighted entropy, we will use one notation to denote both classical and weighted -entropy of .
III. ENTROPY OF THE MIXTURE OF SOURCES

A. Estimation of the Entropy
We return to Problem I.1. We are given two sources , , which are represented by probability measures and , respectively. Suppose that we have fixed error-control family , which defines the precision in the lossy-coding elements of . Let us consider a new source which sends a signal produced by with probability and produced by with probability . We are interested in the estimation of the entropy of (mixture of and ) with respect to in terms of and . In other words, we would like to measure how much memory we need to reserve for information from source providing that we know the mean amount of information needed to encode elements sent by and separately. We will consider a general case: we assume sources . Let us begin with a proposition. Clearly, this algorithm can be directly adopted for more than two sources in .
Let us look how the aforementioned algorithm works in practice.
Example III.1: Let and be a family of Borel subsets of . We consider two measures and given by (62) (63)
As an error-control family , we take the family of all intervals contained in with length not greater than . We consider coding alphabets (64) Mixture of sources is given by probabilities and .
The algorithm presented previously produces following -acceptable alphabet of the mixture:
We get the entropies (66) (67) (68)
As we see, we have obtained a reasonable coding method for finding joint alphabet of the mixture of sources.
IV. RÉNYI ENTROPY DIMENSION
From now on, we always assume that is a metric space and contains all Borel subsets of .
A. Entropy Dimension of Convex Combination of Measures
Entropy of a probability measure with respect to the errorcontrol family identifies minimal amount of information needed to encode an arbitrary element of with error . Rényi entropy dimension in turn gives the rate of convergence of this quantity when error is decreasing. Thus, it is also important to estimate the entropy dimension of convex combination of measures. Making use of Theorem III.1, it is quite simple.
Given , let us denote a family of all balls in with radius by (69) where is a closed ball centered at with radius . We consider as an error-control family. If we want to code a point by a certain ball , then we may code it in fact by its center . Thus, the error we make simply equals the distance between and . Consequently, the family allows us to code points from with error not greater than .
For the convenience of the reader, let us recall the definition of the entropy dimension [2] . If the aforementioned are equal, we say that has the entropy dimension and denote it by . We apply Theorem III.1 for the estimation of Rényi entropy dimension of convex combination of measures. Dividing by and taking respective limits as , we obtain assertion of the theorem since (see [1] ).
Corollary IV.1: Let
and let for be such that . Let .
If every has entropy dimension for , then also has entropy dimension and (76)
We generalize Theorem IV.1 for the case of countable families of measures under an additional assumption that the upper box dimension of is finite. It will allow us to prove stronger version (see Corollary IV.2) of theorem proved by Rényi [2, p. 196] concerning the entropy dimension of discrete measure. It is worth mentioning first the definition of upper box dimension [19] .
The upper box dimension of any nonempty bounded subset of is defined by
where denotes the smallest number of closed balls of radius that cover . 
Clearly, for every . Making use of Theorem IV.2, we obtain the following corollary.
Corollary IV.2:
We assume that . Let and let be sequence such that . Then, .
B. Improved Version of Young Theorem
Finding the Rényi entropy dimension of a given measure is quite hard task in practice. It is much easier to calculate its local dimension.
The local upper dimension of at point is defined by (91) Fan [18] obtained an estimation of upper entropy dimension of Borel probability measure on by the supremum of local upper dimension, which can be seen as a version of Young Theorem [17] :
Consequence of Young Theorem (see [18, The existence of such an approximation was studied by Cutler [20] and Myjak et al. [21] who proved it for nonclassical notion of the entropy dimension with some restrictions on measure . We show that this inequality holds in general case for traditional definition of entropy dimension used by Rényi. 
Finally, taking limits as , we obtain (106)
We were unable to verify whether a similar estimation holds for the lower entropy dimension, i.e., if
We would like to add that, for nonclassical notion of entropy dimension, the aforementioned inequality was proven by Cutler [20] and Myjak et al. [21] , so we suspect that it is also valid for traditional Rényi entropy dimension.
V. CONCLUSION
Our paper investigates the problem of joint lossy coding of information from combined sources. The main result gives the estimation of the entropy of mixture of sources by the combination of their entropies. The proof is based on the new equivalent definition of the entropy, which allows us to obtain a convex combination of partitions contrary to the classical definition. We also present a practical and easy to implement algorithm of constructing joint coding alphabet for the aforementioned problem. As a corollary, we generalize some results concerning the Rényi entropy dimension. 
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